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Introduction

Discussion

As part of a case study for SOC345- Inequality, Pollution, and

• Ecological Modernization theory suggests that government can impose

Environment, hoping to study the relationship between

regulations to keep the relationship between economy and environment

humans and the environment around them. More specifically,

upheld.

how humans react to or cause environmental issues we are

•

Environmental justice and groups are very engaged with the Commission

facing. I chose to study deforestation in New Jersey’s national

as well as with the permits they allow for building and the amendments they

reserve in Burlington County, the Pinelands. I sought to

pass each year.

understand what the threats are to the protected area, and how

• This relatively “untouched” area between two major metropolis of New York

the Pinelands Commission is dealing with those threats. The

and Philadelphia needs to continue to be protected under rigid regulation in

Pinelands preserve is home to many animals, plants, and

order to keep the land preserved.

ecosystems that keep the integrity of Southern NJ.

Methods
• Researched policies and regulations about
the Pinelands national reserve
• Analyzed and compared concepts from case
studies in Twenty Lessons of Environmental

Sociology (2021)
• Researched issues that are among the
biggest threats to the Pinelands

Conclusion
• Many issues pose threats to the
Pinelands, among the highest is
development pressure from business and
economic players
• Keeping the Kirkwood-Cohansey Aquifer
uncontaminated and clean from storm
runoff or gas pipeline building.

• There are many endangered plants and
other species that need to be protected
• The National Parks had been established
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Figure 1. NJ Pinelands

https://www.nj.gov/pinelands/home/maps/

to keep lands like the Pinelands protected
from human intervention

